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Abstract 
The low frequency vibrational spectra of aqueous halides and selected pseu-
dohalides are interpreted in terms of interactions between the anions and 
the water. A weak band in the isotropic Raman spectrum at ca. 200 cm-1 
originates with the symmetric stretching mode of the A-·· ·HOH species. 
This assignment is based on experimental studies of aqueous anions in H20 , 
D20 and H~80 and calculations using a model two body harmonic oscillator 
comprising one water molecule and the anion. The model is shown to be 
consistent with quantum mechanics and ab initio molecular orbital calcula-
tions. The integrity of the model is reaffirmed at high levels of theory and the 
inclusion of electron correlation in the calculations. An octahedral structure 
is proposed to reconcile evidence of larger complexes with the observation 
of only one hydrogen bond on the picosecond time scale of the Raman mea-
surement. It is conjectured that the dynamics of the A-·· ·HOH vibration 
is influenced by neighbouring molecules. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
When salt dissolves in water, the crystalline structure breaks apart and the 
salt dissociates into its respective ions. The strong binding forces between 
the atoms in the crystal are distributed amongst interactions between the 
ions and the water. Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that 
there are numerous interactions with a great diversity of lifetimes and relative 
abundances. One such interaction is that between the negative ion, x- and 
water, H20 . Whereas the interaction between water and the cations is well 
known, for example Brooker (1986), comparatively little work has been done 
in the area of understanding the nature of hydration of negative ions. This 
work is intended to comprise an effort towards completing the understanding 
of the interaction between salt and water. 
In this thesis, a body of evidence for the existence of the x- · H2 0 com-
plex will be presented and examined. The objective is to contribute to an 
understanding at a fundamental level of the structure of electrolyte solutions 
that play a central role in the life sciences and many industrial processes. 
This study is timely in view of the many advances in quantum chemistry. 
For almost a century, molecular spectroscopy has been used to probe 
the structure of matter, particularly as it relates to bonding between atoms. 
The field expanded rapidly following the pioneering work of Herzberg (1950) 
and much has become known about chemical bonding as a result. The high 
frequency region of vibrational spectra, associated with transitions between 
vibrational states of conventional bonds, has been the subject of considerable 
investigation. In contrast, the low frequency region, whose signals may origi-
nate from intermolecular interactions, has received much less attention in the 
literature. Modern techniques have facilitated a more detailed analysis of the 
low frequency region, generally considered to span the frequencies of 3-300 
cm- 1 or about 100-10,000 GHz in the infrared portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. In addition, the assignment of spectral peaks to specific normal 
modes can be verified and complemented by ab initio quantum mechanical 
methods. 
In aqueous systems, conventional infrared spectroscopy is essentially pre-
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eluded in this region of the spectrum by the high absorption of energy at these 
wavelengths by water. Raman spectroscopy on the other hand, uses visible 
light which is not significantly absorbed by water. Recent developments in 
digital methods and charged-coupled detectors have revolutionised Raman 
spectroscopy and a large variety of applications have emerged. For instance, 
temporal and spatial resolution of Raman spectroscopy are enhanced by the 
application of digital methods and 180 degree scattering optics coupled with 
conventional microscopes. 
Computational methods have been evolving rapidly and the exponential 
increase in computing power continues. This has resulted in radical changes 
in the way computational chemistry is performed. High quality calculations 
are now easily performed at t he undergraduate level and the use of compu-
tational methods in chemistry is expected to expand. 
1.1 Objectives 
In this thesis, the highest frequency and most intense band of the low fre-
quency region of electrolyte solutions will be examined in detail from ex-
perimental and theoretical perspectives. The information provided by spec-
troscopy and molecular orbital calculations will be consolidated and com-
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pared by applying the results to a theoretical model. The validity of this 
model will then be critically examined in the context of developing an un-
derstanding of the dynamic structure of anions in solution. 
1.2 The Low Frequency Spectra of Aqueous 
Electrolyes 
The low frequency region of aqueous systems is characterised by several broad 
bands, Nielsen (1993) . The most prominent of these have been assigned to 
the symmetric stretching and bending motions about hydrogen bonds and 
interactions between the anions and water clusters by Walrafen and Chu 
(1992). The higher frequency peak for hydroxides was observed at about 290 
cm- 1 and found to be essentially cation independent by Brooker (1986) and 
Rice (1984), who tentatively assigned this mode to a symmetric stretch about 
the hydrogen bond between the anion and a water molecule. Earlier X-ray 
diffraction work by Abu-Dari et al. (1978) and Bino and Gibson (1982) have 
characterised the H302 anion as a discrete species in solid complexes. Wal-
rafen (1992) has suggested a multihydrate complex to account for this band 
in aqueous HCl whereas isotope studies of hydroxides by Brooker (1986) and 
Rice (1984) provide compelling evidence that the band is due to a hydrogen 
4 
bond stretch of the anion hydrate. Anion hydrates have been shown to ex-
ist in the gas phase by Arshadi and Kebarle (1970). Considerable work has 
been done in examining the perturbations of the internal normal modes of 
water by the presence of hydrogen bonded anions, for example Terpstra et 
al. (1990), but little has been done towards investigating the interactions 
directly by identifying the low frequency spectral features. 
1.3 Molecular Orbital Calculations 
The advent of powerful computer technology and advanced parallel process-
ing algorithms has seen the advancement of quantum mechanical calculations 
of molecular properties to a remarkable accuracy. This has solidified the 
bridge between theory and experiment, particularly with respect to equilib-
rium geometries and to vibrational frequency calculations based on molecular 
force constants deduced from analytical energy gradients (Pople et al., 1979). 
It is likely that further developments will result in enhanced accuracy of com-
puted values and fewer constraints imposed by approximations, which in the 
past were required to limit computational costs. 
Much of the early work on ion hydration was done by Kistenmacher et al. 
(1973, 1974) who performed small basis set calculations to derive structures 
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and energies for anion and cation hydrates at several stages of hydration. 
This was followed by Kollman and Kuntz (1975) who examined fluoride hy-
dration. Over the next two decades, a number of quantum mechanical for-
malisms were developed and used to study these systems. Density functional 
theory, (Combariza and Kestner, 1995), and molecular dynamics with ab ini-
tio perturbation theory, (Xantheas and Dang, 1995), have been exploited to 
compute thermodynamic properties and potential energy surfaces for anion 
hydrates. 
1.4 Overview 
The second chapter of this thesis provides a theoretical background for a 
model to account for what has been measured and calculated, evidence that 
the model is applicable to molecular systems and the development of the force 
constant concept which will ultimately tie theory and experiment. Also in 
this chapter is a brief outline of molecular orbital theory, the determination of 
molecular energy, energy gradients, and the use of group theory to determine 
normal modes, symmetry and vibrational frequencies. The chapter concludes 
with details on the theory of Raman spectroscopy, the origin and significance 
of spectral band shape, frequency and polarisation properties. 
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Chapter 3 deals with the experimental aspects of Raman spectroscopy, 
the practical implementation of spectroscopic techniques to aqueous systems 
and the instrumentation of modern spectroscopy. It concludes with an outline 
of data analysis methods. 
The following chapter covers experimental results and describes the obser-
vation of a band assigned to the anion-water complex, the isotropic spectra 
of water and solutions of halides and pseudohalides, deuterated isotopomers, 
and the effects of temperature on the spectra. Computed results are pre-
sented including molecular geometries of the relevant complexes, ab initio 
frequencies, Raman intensities, interaction energies and detailed potential 
energy diagrams, and a brief presentation of thermodynamic parameters, 
derived from statistical mechanics. 
In the final chapter, the theoretical and experimental results are combined 
in a complementary fashion. The conclusions drawn from these results are 
critically examined in the context of the theoretical model and suggestions 
for further research are formulated. 
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Chapter 2 
Theory 
In this section, the theoretical basis for this thesis is established. The har-
monic oscillator model is developed and shown to be applicable in describing 
anion hydration. The harmonic approximation is central to not only the 
elementary model of molecular vibrations, but also to the calculations of 
spectroscopic and theoretical vibrational frequencies. Extending the model 
into the domain of quantum mechanics requires invoking molecular quant um 
theory to determine force constants between the atoms. These formulations 
are briefly outlined. The theoretical basis of Raman spectroscopy is intro-
duced, first from a classical perspective and then shown to be consistent 
with quantum theory through time dependent perturbation theory. Raman 
spectroscopy provides the essential experimental perspective on which the 
validity of the theoretical calculations for anion hydration may be assessed. 
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2.1 The Linear Harmonic Oscillator 
A simplistic but useful physical picture of anion hydration is the linear har-
monic oscillator. This model can be expected to account for the variations of 
the vibrational frequency with changes in the strength of the binding force 
and the mass of the particles engaged in vibrational motion. The essential 
dynamic features of an anion hydrate may be modelled in accordance with 
the linear harmonic oscillator with one mass being the water molecule and 
the other the anion with a hydrogen bond binding the two masses together. 
The derivation of the natural vibrational frequency for this system is 
elementary, but is included to clearly define the model and to provide a 
starting point from which refinements, such as corrections for anharmonicity 
and mechanical damping for example, may be developed. 
2.1.1 The Classical Harmonic Oscillator 
The classical model of the linear harmonic oscillator comprises two bodies 
separated by a equilibrium distance at which there is no force between them. 
At separations other than the equilibrium distance, the force operating be-
tween two bodies varies in direct proportion to the difference between the 
actual separation and the equilibrium distance. This is a linear relationship 
9 
x1 
Figure 2.1: The linear harmonic oscillator 
and is an expression of Hooke's Law: 
F= -kx (2.1) 
where x = Xt - X 0 is the difference between the position at time t and t he 
equilibrium position. The geometry and coordinates of this system are shown 
in Fig. 2.1. 
The force F is directed along the x-axis and in the opposite direction as 
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indicated by the negative sign. By Newton's second law: 
F=ma=mx 
and from his third, the equations of motion can be written for each mass: 
These equations exclude any external forces on the system: translation and 
rotation are not considered as we are concerned only with relative motions 
along the x-axis. By combining the equations of motion, defining a relative 
displacement coordinate as x = x2 - x1 and defining the reduced mass as: 
( 
1 1 ) -l 
p, = -+-
ml m2 
(2.2) 
we can write for the equation of motion: 
p,x + kx = o (2.3) 
a linear second order differential equation. This admits a periodic solution 
such as: 
x = Asin(wt + </>) 
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Substituting this into Eqn. 2.3, and solving for the angular frequency w, we 
obtain: 
(2.4) 
that is, the vibrational frequency of a classical harmonic oscillator varies in 
inverse relation to the square root of t he reduced mass of the system for a 
given force in operation between the two bodies comprising this system. 
2.1.2 The Quantum Mechanical Harmonic Oscillator 
The fundamental equation in quantum mechanics is the Schrodinger equa-
tion: 
fi'lf = in a'lf 
at (2.5) 
where 'l! is a time dependent wavefunction. In accordance with the postulates 
of quantum theory and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, \lf contains all 
information which can ever be known about the system it describes. Except 
under special circumstances, in particular transitions between molecular en-
ergy levels, it is satisfactory to separate the Schrodinger equation into its 
time dependent and t ime independent components, and consider only the 
latter, viz.: 
H 'ljJ= E'l/J (2.6) 
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E, the energy of the system, is an eigenvalue of the time independent wave 
function, '1/J. In principle, the exact energy can be calculated from this expres-
sion once the system eigenfunction has been found. Exact solutions to this 
equation have been determined for several systems including the hydrogen 
atom and the harmonic oscillator. 
In general, the total energy of a system comprises the kinetic and potential 
contributions: 
The kinetic component is given by 
1 T = -mv2 
2 
or more generally for a two body system, 
where p, is the reduced mass as defined by Eqn. 2.2. 
(2.7) 
From the postulates of quantum mechanics, the operator corresponding 
to the momentum observable in one dimension is: 
'f< d 
-'J,n -dx 
Eqns. 2. 7 and 2.8 combine to give the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian, 
13 
(2.8) 
The potential energy operator is the same as the potential energy. This is 
derived from the force as follows. Because 
and 
F= _dV 
dx 
F = -kx 
we can write for the harmonic oscillator: 
rx kx2 
V =- lo Fdx = 2 
Adding the kinetic and potential terms yields the Hamiltonian. This oper-
ates on the vibrational wave function, 'ljJ to give the system energy as an 
eigenvalue. The Schrodinger equation for the linear harmonic oscillator can 
now be written: 
(2.9) 
Eqn. 2.9 is a second order differential equation with non-constant coeffi-
cients. Its solution comprises a family of eigenfunctions which consist of a 
normalising factor Nn, Hermite polynomials Hn and a Gaussian function , 
e - ax
212 with the general form: 
(2.10) 
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where (3 = Vjikjh and q = .J!Jx. The eigenvalues are: 
1 
En = h ( ~) 2 ( n + 1/2) (2.11) 
By invoking the Bohr relationship: 
b.E = hw 
and noting that 
we can eliminate E from Eqn. 2.11 to obtain: 
therefore, 
(2.12) 
which is the same as the classical relation, Eqn. 2.4. 
Although the expression for the vibrational frequency is identical for the 
classical and quantum harmonic oscillators, the latter has additional physical 
constraints. By Eqn. 2.11, it is impossible for the system to have zero 
energy; the minimum energy is ~hk! JL- !. This is the zero point energy and 
the fact that the system cannot be in a zero energy state is consistent with 
the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle. The zero energy state would require 
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the kinetic and potential terms to be identically zero. These depend on the 
momentum and position respectively and because these variables commute, 
the condition 
specifically precludes a zero energy state. 
Also by Eqn. 2.11, the energy levels are quantised. It can be further 
shown that adjacent eigenfunctions are orthogonal, that only specific transi-
tions are possible and that quantum mechanical tunnelling is possible (Mc-
Quarrie, 1983). 
2.1.3 Anharmonicity 
This model can be further refined by making allowances for the convergence of 
the energy levels near the dissociat ion limit and by precluding the two bodies 
touching one another. These features contribute to an asymmetry of the 
potential function about Ro = 0, ie.: an anharmonicity. When R approaches 
zero, nuclear repulsion causes the potential to increase very rapidly. As 
R approaches infinity, the potential approaches zero asymptotically as the 
particles' interaction diminishes. 
The harmonic model is an approximation of a real system. In general it 
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is reasonably accurate, but there are instances where anharmonic effects can 
not be neglected. Anharmonicity is expressed as nonlinear terms in the force 
constant expression: 
F = -kx- k'x2 - k"x3 . .. 
where k' and k" are the nonlinear contributions to the force . 
The potential associated with a nonlinear force constant is not quadratic 
and several empirical potentials have been proposed to deal with anharmonic 
effects. For example, a potential function developed by Morse (1929) has been 
implemented in the Schrodinger equation and t he eigenvalues computed. The 
Morse and other potentials will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
Another deviation from harmonicity is the effect of damping. This can be 
expressed in the simplest case as a force linearly dependent on the velocity 
at which the bodies move, ie.: 
F = - kx- b± 
where b is the damping coefficient. It has been shown, (French, 1971) for ex-
ample, that the effect of damping is to reduce the amplitude of the vibrations 
and their frequencies: 
(2.13) 
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It is also seen from this expression that the decrease in frequency caused 
by damping varies inversely with the reduced mass. Damping of molecular 
vibrations has been studied by Mizoguchi et al. (1992). 
2.2 Quantum Mechanics of Molecular Systems 
The quantum mechanical harmonic oscillator model cannot be used a priori 
to determine force constants for a real molecule. To calculate these force con-
stants, the postulates of quantum mechanics must be applied to a molecular 
system. In principle, for a given molecule, a Hamiltonian and wave func-
tions can be expressed in terms of four fundamental constants and used to 
evaluate the energy, equilibrium structure, vibrational frequencies and many 
other properties of the molecule. 
2.2.1 The Molecular Hamiltonian and Hartree-Fock The-
ory 
An accurate approximation of a Hamiltonian for a molecule can be written 
by assuming inter alia, relativistic and magnetic effects to be negligible, 
point sizes for the nuclear and electronic charges, and considering only the 
interactions between pairs of charged species. In atomic units the mass of 
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the electron and the electrostatic coefficients are unity. The Hamiltonian is: 
1 M '("72 1 N M,N Q N,N M,M Q Q H=--2:~--l:V?-l:~+Lrijl+ L A B 
2 A=l MA 2 i=l A,i r Ai i ,j>i A,B>A RAs 
(2.14) 
The terms in this expression are the nuclear and electronic kinetic energies, 
and the nuclear-electron attraction, the electron-electron repulsion, and the 
nuclear-nuclear repulsion potentials. 
Because the masses of nucleii are several orders of magnitude greater 
than that of an electron, they move much slower and can be considered sta-
tionary while computing the electronic energies. This is the basis of the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation whereby a partition of the nuclear and 
electronic contributions to the Hamiltonian is acceptable and the total molec-
ular eigenfunction can be written as a product of the electronic and nuclear 
eigenfunctions, ie.: 
\ll(r, R) = ~e(r, R)~N(R) 
From this, the molecular Schrodinger equation divides into two eigenvalue 
equations that can be solved independently: a feature that is exploited in 
the calculation of not only molecular energies, but minimum energy, equi-
librium molecular structures. This approximation results in a very modest 
discrepancy in the calculated energy by a factor of the order of me/ M N. 
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A further simplification is required because we cannot deal exactly with 
more than two interacting bodies. It is necessary to approximate the interac-
tions between a given electron and the others as a mean potential. This is the 
Hartree-Fock approximation. The Hartree-Fock method frequently yields re-
suits of the required quality and in instances where it does not, it may be used 
as a first approximation for refinements such as M¢ller-Plesset perturbation 
theory (MPPT) and configuration interaction ( CI) levels of theory. The for-
malism is outlined by Szabo and Ostlund (1996) and involves the derivation 
of a Fock operator f(l) to approximate the electronic Hamiltonian: 
N/2 
f(l) = h(l) + L la(l) - Ka(l) 
a 
Here, the mean potential is expressed by the electrostatic Coulomb integral, 
la(l) and the purely quantum mechanical exchange integral, Ka(l). Contri-
butions to the Fock operator from the core Hamiltonian, 
are designated h(l) . Because each orbital is doubly occupied, the summation 
is over N /2. The Fock operator acts on an orbital to give the Hartree-Fock 
orbital energy, €a, 
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This equation is solved by the self consistent field procedure: an iterative 
process starting with an initial guess at '1/Ja which is used to calculate the 
mean potential for each electron. An improved value for '1/Ja results and this 
is used to determine the mean field again. This process is repeated until the 
calculated field converges. 
2.2.2 Molecular Orbitals 
Examples of accurate wavefunctions for l s and 2px electrons are Slater atomic 
orbitals: 
(
;-3 )1/2 A. _ ~ -(1r 
'f'ls - e 7r 
A. = _.,_.2 xe - ( zr /2 
( 
;-5 ) 1/2 
'f'2Px 327r 
where r is the distance of the electron from the nucleus. The accuracy of 
these orbitals is offset by difficulties in computing their integrals. For this 
reason, Gaussian functions are used, for example: 
( ) 2048a 2 - ar2 ( 7) 1/4 9xx a, T = 3 X e 97r 
As shown in Fig. 2.2, a Gaussian function represents a Slater orbital at 
intermediate values of x , an arbitrary coordinate. Near the nucleus, x = 0, 
the Gaussian function has too little slope and does not reflect the cusp at 
x = 0. At larger values of x the value of </Ji is too small for the Gaussian 
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Figure 2.2: Slater type and Gaussian type orbitals 
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function. It is not possible to adjust the Gaussian coefficients so that the 
function will approximate all regions of the Slater orbital; this degree of 
flexibility can only be achieved by using additional Gaussian functions and 
adjusting their coefficients. In this manner, the atomic (or molecular) orbital 
is constructed from a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) which 
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are simply one-electron basis functions: 
N 
'1/Ji = L Cp,i<Pp, (2.15) 
p,=l 
The LCAO coefficients are determined by the variational principle: an 
approximate wave function for a given system and Hamiltonian will always 
give an energy that is higher than that obtained if an exact wave function 
were used. This can be proved as shown by McQuarrie (1983). If the ex-
act energy for a system is E, and we have an approximate eigenfunction '!j; 
expressed as the sum of n basis functions <Pn, viz.: 
Then by the Schrodinger equation, 
is the approximate energy. The difference between this and the exact energy 
is: 
and because 
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then 
Hence the approximate eigenfunction yields an energy that is always an upper 
limit of the exact energy. The problem now becomes determining '1/J such that 
its energy eigenvalue is a minimum. This is accomplished by determining the 
expansion coefficients cJ.Li of Eqn. 2.15 by the Roothan Hall matrix equation: 
N 
l:(F J.LV- EiSJ.Lv)Cvi = 0 J1, = 1, 2, . . . , N 
v= l 
In this expression, S is the overlap matrix, related to the relative spatial 
position of the orbitals and F is the Fock operator matrix. From the expan-
sion coefficients, an electron density matrix P can be determined. P and F 
are interdependent so that the equations must be solved iteratively until P 
converges, i.e., it becomes self-consistent (Szabo and Ostlund, 1996). The 
procedure uses Slater determinants to ensure that the resultant orbitals are 
orthogonal as required by the Pauli principle. 
2.2.3 Post Hartree-Fock Treatments 
The accuracy of the wave function, and the eigenvalue that is calculated from 
it, depends on the size of the basis set. The Hartree-Fock limit is the lowest 
variational energy that can be obtained with the SCF procedure, regardless 
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of the size of the basis. Frequently, systematic empirical corrections can be 
applied to improve results but post Hartree-Fock methods are required if 
energy accuracies of better than a few percent or properties dependent on 
electron correlation are desired. Configuration Interaction and Perturbation 
Theory can be used to improve Hartree-Fock calculations. 
Hartree-Fock theory can be made more flexible to deal with open shell 
systems by using unrestricted spin extension, but neither this nor restricted 
Hartree-Fock theory can completely describe electron correlation because of 
the Fock operator does not include all the correlation terms. The Hartree-
Fock approximation is no longer acceptable in dealing with systems where 
electron correlation is important, for example in describing dissociation. Re-
fined methods of ab initio calculations have been developed to deal with these 
systems. 
Perturbation Theory 
In perturbation theory, the exact Hamiltonian is expressed as a sum of a 
known term fl(O) and a perturbation, V: 
fi = fJ(O) + V 
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M0ller-Plesset Perturbation Theory (MPPT) assigns the sum of one electron 
Fock operators to H(o) and the effects of electron correlation to V. 
The formalism for MPPT is implemented by expanding the wave function 
as a series in orders of -X: 
or, in the notation of Dirac: 
Similarly, for the energy eigenvalues, 
where 
is the unperturbed Schrodinger equation. This relation is applied to the 
higher terms in the expansions. Expressions are derived for then order wave 
function, which are used to determine an n + 1 order correction to the energy, 
i.e., 
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and 
where 
(niVIn) = r: V;*V1/;dr 
The resultant energy is the sum of the unperturbed energy, and a series of 
n-order corrections in terms of the n - 1 order wavefunctions. 
Although perturbation theory is not variational, it is size consistent and 
can give better energy calculations for molecular interaction energies. Per-
turbation theory is also used in the quantum treatment of the interaction 
between matter and radiation. 
Configuration Interaction 
Another way to partially overcome the deficiencies of the Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation is to include more than one determinant in the wave function. 
This allows the wave function to include the effects of correlation between 
electrons of opposite spin by including determinants for other electron con-
figurations. The number of configurations included in the wave function can 
be increased until the calculations of the desired quality is obtained. Single 
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configuration includes only one expansion term, viz.: 
0 v 
'¢ = aa'l/Jo + LLaf'lj;f 
i a 
The inclusion of single and doubles yields a wave function which contains the 
additional terms 
0 v 
""' ""'af!-b n/,a~ ~ ~ ~J 'f'tJ 
i<j a<b 
and so on. Because the CI wavefunction has more variational coefficients the 
CI energy is lower than that calculated by the HF method. The difference, in 
terms of the orbitals, is a portion of the electron correlation energy. Higher 
levels of CI can be used to evaluate more of the correlation energy up to 
the nonrelativistic limit. A problem with lower levels of CI is the lack of size 
consistency. This can can lead to errors in the energy calculated for reactions 
where two or more molecules combine. 
Density Functional Theory 
Another level of theory calculation that better encorporates electron cor-
relation is Density Functional Theory (DFT), (Kohn, 1965) . Becke (1989) 
and Pople (1992) have contributed significantly to DFT in chemical appli-
cations. DFT also includes components of the energy from the exchange 
integral that are not included at the Hartree-Fock level. Unlike HF which 
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deals with electrons, DFT uses electron density. This simplifies the problem 
computationally at a fair to modest cost in terms of accuracy. 
2.2.4 Geometry Optimisation 
Once satisfactory wave functions have been obtained, the total energy of the 
molecule and its gradients can be determined and used to find a molecular 
geometry. Again, this is a iterative process whereby the geometry is adjusted 
to reduce the total energy, the SCF procedure is repeated and a corresponding 
value for the total energy is calculated. The process is repeated until the 
energy gradient with respect to each nuclear coordinate is reduced to an 
predetermined value. There are various methods for this procedure, some of 
which involve the calculation of second derivatives as a means of improving 
the efficiency. 
The geometry corresponding to the threshold of convergence of the energy 
is taken to be the equilibrium geometry. Normally, this threshold is taken 
to be 10- 5 but the presence of weakly interacting parts of a molecule may 
require a tighter threshold. The potentials about a given coordinate, such 
as bond stretching or angular torsion, are shown in Fig. 2.3. For a given 
arbitrary threshold value at some small value above the potential energy axis, 
the broad potential will have a greater range of coordinate that satisfies the 
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Figure 2.3: Broad and narrow quadratic potential energy surfaces 
threshold than the narrow potential. A more constrained threshold value is 
therefore required to adequately determine the weaker interactions. 
Another criterion for the equilibrium geometry is that all force constants 
between the nucleii are positive. A negative force constant will lead to an 
imaginary (non-real) vibrational frequency and indicates that the optimi-
sation has terminated at a transition state on the potential hypersurface. 
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This corresponds to a non-global minimum such as a saddle point and a 
non-equilibrium geometry. 
Geometry optimisation is important to the evaluation of force constants 
for another reason. As will be shown in the next section, the accuracy of the 
theoretical force constants is limited by how close the calculated geometry is 
to the equilibrium configuration. 
2.2.5 Calculation of Vibrational Frequencies 
The energy and its gradients as calculated by ab intio methods can now 
be employed to compute force constants. These lead directly to vibrational 
frequencies by Eqn. 2.4. Using the linear two-body oscillator described 
earlier, an infinitesimal change in the relative posit ion of the two bodies, dx 
will cause a change in the potential energy of the system given by: 
dV = -Fdx 
For a linear force, for example, Eqn. 2.1, 
dV = kxdx 
This is integrated to obtain the potential: 
1X1 1 2 V = kxdx = - k(xl - Xo) +Yo Xo 2 
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or 
1 2 Y =Yo+ 2,kx 
Expanding an arbitrary potential as a Taylor Series about x = Xo: 
This can be rewritten as: 
1 2 1 I 3 Y =Yo+ 2,kx + 6k X + ... 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
Comparing Eqns. 2.16 and 2.17 allows us to equate the second derivative of 
the potential energy with the force constant, provided the derivative is taken 
at the equilibrium position and the force is harmonic. These constraints 
assure that the first, third and higher order derivatives in the expansion are 
negligible so that it simplifies to the quadratic form of Eqn. 2.16. 
This treatment is easily extended into three dimensions and, with the aid 
of group theory, over all normal modes a molecule. Hehre et al. (1986), who 
have done much work in combining group theory and ab initio calculations, 
start by expressing the classical total energy as the sum of the kinetic and 
potential energies: 
1 
E = T + Y = 2mv
2 + Y 
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For an N-atom molecule with an equilibrium potential Veq, 
(2.18) 
where the Qi are mass weighted coordinates according to 
_ Ml/2 ( . ) Qi - i Xi - Xi,eq 
and 
N 
Qi = - L Ji,jqi j = 1, 2, .. . 3N 
i =l 
The harmonic force constants are: 
This is analogous to the second derivative in the expansion shown earlier. 
Both numerical and analytical differentiation have been used to evaluate 
these derivatives. Although the numerical method may have problems with 
rounding errors in certain instances, analytical derivatives are complicated 
to implement, but work by Pople et al. (1979) has made it possible to do so 
at some of the higher theory levels. 
The determination of the 3N force constants leads directly to t he normal 
mode vibrational frequencies by Eqn. 2.4. Six of the normal mode frequencies 
(or five in the case of linear molecules) will be zero as they correspond to 
translation or rotation of the entire molecule. 
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2.2.6 Limitations of the Theoretical Model 
The Hartree-Fock theoretical frequencies are generally about 10 percent too 
high when compared with the experimental values. This error is reduced to 
about 5 percent at the M0ller-Plesset level. These discrepancies are largely 
systematic and empirical methods have evolved to correct them as described 
by Hehre et al. (1986). 
Derivatives can be calculated of the dipole moments and polarisabili-
ties to determine theoretical IR and Raman activities, (Svendsen, 1979), 
although these are still limited in their ability to reproduce experimental re-
sults, (Yamaguchi et al., 1986). At this time, post Hartree-Fock intensities 
and depolarisations calculations are unavailable. 
Basis set superposition error arises when dealing with clusters of molecules 
because the cluster uses more basis functions in describing the wave function 
than the isolated molecules. As a result, the cluster association energy is 
overestimated. Pye et al. (1994) have evaluated BSSE for several systems 
and have concluded that the BSSE of hydrated systems is of the order of 1 
kJ mol- 1 for moderate to large basis sets. Their work did not include anions 
and a study of diffuse functions on the BSSE but it can be assumed that 
the 1 kJ mol- 1 figure will not be significantly altered. The magnitude of the 
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error does not change appreciably as moderate basis sets are made larger 
which is the case when diffuse functions are encorporated in the basis. 
2.2. 7 Solvation Models 
Concentrated aqueous solutions are required to obtain satisfactory Raman 
spectra, hence solute-solute and solvent-solvent effects have the potential to 
influence the spectra. In addition, ab initio calculations are done on isolated 
species and not bulk solutions so the extent to which these calculations can 
describe aqueous systems is inherently limited. Work has been done in the 
area of supplementing ab initio calculations with solvation effects by invoking 
the Onsager reaction field theory. Wong et al. (1991) have used this method 
to calculate changes in molecular geometry and charge distributions as a 
result of the presence of a solvation reaction field. In a subsequent study, 
Wong et al. (1992) described strong solvent effects on molecular properties. 
Of particular interest was a solvation model calculation of the vibrational 
frequencies of sulphamic acid in a dielectric with a relative permeability of 
40. These were generally about 50 cm-1 lower than the corresponding gas 
phase calculations. 
This improved agreement between experimentally measured and theoret-
ical vibrational frequencies is encouraging, but Foresman et al. (1996), have 
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noted that many arbitrary choices are still required in specifying parameters 
for solvation models. Further theoretical work in this area is directed towards 
improving the encorporation of solvation effects into these calculat~ons. 
2.3 Raman Spectroscopy Theory 
2.3.1 Interaction Between Matter and an Electric Field 
If a molecule with a permanent dipole moment is subject to a uniform and 
static electric field E, the molecule will respond by reorienting so as to min-
imise its potential energy 
v = -fJ.E cos(} 
where J..L is the dipole moment and (} is the angle subtended by the field 
and the dipole. For an ensemble of molecules the combined effect of the 
molecular dipole moments can be found from Boltzmann statistics, (Brand 
and Speakman, 1960) : 
_ J..L J e-V/ kT cos(O)dO 
J.lo = f e-V/ kT d(J (2.19) 
The quotient is a normalising factor so that Jlo is the average dipole 
moment per molecule. By invoking trigonometric identities and noting that 
p,EjkT is small, Eqn. 2.19 can be simplified to: 
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The relationship between the net dipole moment and the applied electric field 
is linear and the coefficient, p,2 /3kT is the polarisability, a. Because the po-
larisability generally depends on the orientation of the molecule with respect 
to the applied field it is a tensor. An intense electric field causes the dipole 
moment to exhibit a nonlinear response denoted by the hyperpolarisability 
tensor, {3. The dipole moment in vector notation is: 
Hyperpolarisability, though normally neglected in Raman spectroscopy, can 
contribute to nonlinearity. 
The dipole moment has static and induced components: 
/J = /Jo + /Ji (2.20) 
and the total dipole moment is related to the dielectric constant by the 
Debye-Langevin equation, 
This relation links the spectroscopic polarisability and optical properties such 
as refractivity to the bulk properties of a material by way of its dielectric 
constant. Related equations are exploited in the development of solvation 
models. 
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2.3.2 Interactions Between Matter and Light 
Scattering Geometry 
Electromagnetic radiation of which light is an example, comprises three mu-
tually orthogonal electric, magnetic and propagation vectors. The electric 
and magnetic vectors fluctuate sinusoidally in space and time. The inter-
action of t he electric component of the radiation with matter can cause an 
induced dipole moment J-li in addition to the permanent dipole moment, f-lo 
that may be present in accordance with Eqn. 2.20 with the exception that 
the induced component is now time dependent and can be further resolved 
into contributions from each of the normal vibrational modes Qi. Hence 
for an N atom molecule. 
The dependence of dipole moment on polarisability means that the total 
polarisability can be expanded in terms of the normal modes in the analogous 
expression: 
As the axes of polarisability and exciting light are not generally parallel, the 
polarisability must be expressed as a tensor: 
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This has symmetric and anisotropic components: 
(2.21) 
and 
respectively. The coordinates of the polarisability tensor can always be 
transformed such that the cross terms in the anisotropy become zero. The 
anisotropy can be written as: 
(2.22) 
Eqn. 2.22 is identified with the depolarised component of scattered light 
whereas the magnitude of the symmetric component relates to intensity of 
the isotropic component. 
The interaction of the electric field component of the radiation must pro-
duce a change in dipole moment that is perpendicular to the propagation 
vector of the incident light. This is because the electric vector, which causes 
the change, is also at right angles to the propagation vector. Light scattered 
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at right angles must therefore be polarised. Because the polarisability el-
lipsoid is not always spherical, the scattered light often has some degree of 
depolarisation. The isotropic and anisotropic components of scattered light 
are derived from the experimentally measured polarised and depolarised scat-
tered light intensities: 
J(j = Ianiso = fdep = !1.. (2.23) 
(2.24) 
The ratio of these intensities, the depolarisation ratio 
p = h/111 (2.25) 
is less than ~ for a vibrational mode that is symmetric. 
Frequencies, Band Shapes and Intensities 
Light may be scattered in several ways such as Fluorescence, elastic Rayleigh, 
inelastic Rayleigh Brillouin, Stokes and anti-Stokes mechanisms. The latter 
results in light at a higher frequency than the incident whereas the Stokes 
scattered light is at a lower frequency. The Stokes and anti-Stokes light 
are sought in Raman spectroscopy and are, in a classical sense, t he result 
of the modulation of the exciting frequency by another frequency, such as 
a molecular rotation or a normal mode vibration. The composite signal 
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contains the exciting frequency, the modulating frequency and their sums 
and differences. This can be shown as follows. The electric intensity of the 
excitation light of frequency is We is at any time, t can be written: 
E(t) =Eo sin( wet) 
where Eo is the peak intensity. Because 
Jl,i = aE 
the dipole moment at any time t is 
A molecular vibration at frequency wv will cause a modulation of the molec-
ular polarisability with some amplitude F proportional to the change m 
polarisability with the change in the normal coordinate of the vibration: 
a(t) = ao + F sin(wvt) 
so that the combined effect on the dipole moment is a product of the two 
sinusoidal components. That is : 
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Expanding this as a product of two sines, sin a sin b = ~ [cos( a - b) - cos( a + b)] 
reveals two new frequencies: 
These frequencies are above and below the exciting line We by an amount 
equal to the molecular vibrational frequency Wv with We being the exciting 
wave or Rayleigh line, We-Wv the Stokes frequency and we+we the anti-Stokes 
frequency. This classical model cannot account for the observation that the 
Stokes intensity is greater than that of the anti-Stokes. This explained by 
the quantisation of vibrational molecular energy states, as shown in Fig. 2.4. 
Because the upper vibrational state is less populated than the lower, fewer 
transitions occur from the upper to lower than vice versa and the intensity 
corresponding to these transitions is lower. The Rayleigh line is t he most 
prominent feature by several orders of magnitude. 
Rotational modes which cause a change in the molecular polarisability 
can also give rise to Raman transitions. These can be observed for gas phase 
molecules under high resolution. The composite spectrum consists of peaks 
associated with vibrational and rotational transitions that may give rise to 
the familiar 0 , P, Q, Rand S branches in the spectra. 
The shape of a Raman band is related to the lifetime, nature and environ-
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Figure 2.4: Light scattering mechanisms 
ment of the particular excited vibrational state. Homogeneous broadening 
generally imparts a Lorentzian shape to the band and results from a molecule 
radiating over a range of frequencies. The more predominant inhomogeneous 
broadening arising from Doppler effects due to a distribution of molecular 
velocities in non-condensed states, generates a Gaussian shape. 
The intensity of the Raman scattered light varies not only with the change 
in polarisability as the molecule vibrates or rotates, but also with the fourth 
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power of the frequency and the temperature. The latter is a consequence of 
the Boltzmann distribution law. If the first vibrational state has a frequency 
v then the fraction of molecules in the ground vibrational state is given by 
1 _ e-hv/kT 
where T is the absolute temperature. At room temperature with v = 170 
em -l for instance, this fraction is less than 50 percent so most of the molecules 
will be in the excited state. Temperature therefore has a marked effect on 
the low frequency spectra. 
Combining these factors leads to a normalised intensity for the Stokes 
scattered light, the reduced intensity: 
(2.26) 
which is directly proportional to the number of molecules giving rise to the 
scattered light. Eqn. 2.26 has been shown to have a solid experimental and 
theoretical foundation (Brooker et al., 1988; Murphy et al. , 1989). Spectra 
presented in this format are independent of the instrument and the intensity 
of the exciting line. 
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2.3.3 Time Dependent Quantum Theory 
The application of quantum theory to the interaction between matter and 
an electromagnetic field invokes the time dependent formalism of Eqn. 2.5. 
Because the molecular Hamiltonian, Eqn. 2.14, is independent of time and 
the presence of electromagnetic radiation, it cannot be used in Eqn. 2.5. 
As outlined by Simmons and Nichols (1997), these dependencies are invoked 
in Eqn. 2.14 by replacing the momentum operators for the nuclear and 
electronic kinetic terms by time, spatial and frequency dependent vector 
potential terms. This creates additional terms in the molecular Hamiltonian. 
Eqn. 2.5 can then be solved by treating the Hamiltonian as the sum of a time 
independent component and a component Hint describing the interactions by 
time dependent perturbation theory. 
(2.27) 
This gives rise to electric dipole transition moments and magnetic tran-
sition moments from which transition rates between molecular states may 
be calculated. These calculations are based on the long wavelength approx-
imation >. >> RAB for the wavelength of light used in spectroscopy and any 
typical nuclear separations. 
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The quantum mechanical treatment leads to the formulation of vibro-
electronic transition rules and account s for violation of these rules by the 
Franck-Condon principle. Line shapes, widths, correlation functions, and 
other spectroscopic features have been defined in terms of quantum theory. 
However, like the classical method, the quantum approach still draws on the 
harmonic approximation. 
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Chapter 3 
Instrumentation and 
Experimental Methods 
3.1 The Conventional Raman Spectrometer 
The essential components of a modern Raman spectrometer comprise an 
intense source of coherent, monochromatic and polarised light, a suitably 
contained sample and a means to measure the intensity of the scattered light 
as a function of its wavelength and scattering geometry. 
Lasers are almost always used as the light source. They provide light 
which is constrained to a very narrow band of wavelengths, is coherent and 
usually polarised. Polarised light is useful in studies of molecular symmetry. 
Laser lines may be chosen to mitigate problems associated with sample colour 
and fluorescence. 
Because visible light is used in Raman spectroscopy, sample cells need 
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not be transparent at infrared (IR) wavelengths as is the case with IR spec-
troscopy. Cells should be inert with respect to the sample as contaminat ion 
may result if the cell decomposes. This could present a source of interference 
in the spectra. Fused quartz cuvettes are often used, but are susceptibility 
to dissolution by molten salts and concentrated solutions of fluorides and 
hydroxides. Sapphire and windowless cells may be used at elevated tem-
peratures with highly caustic samples or molten salts, respectively. Raman 
spectra can be obtained on a much broader range of samples than for IR 
spectra. Samples need only be in a form that is reasonably transparent or 
translucent, and preferably colourless. 
A conventional Raman spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3.1. Light from the 
laser is passed through a filter to removes spurious emissions such as plasma 
lines. A half-wave plate is used to maintain or rotate the polarisation parallel 
to the Z axis. The light is then focussed by a lens into the sample which may 
be heated by a furnace or cooled for temperature studies. An objective 
lens focuses the light scattered in the Y direction into the monochromator. 
Polarisation studies are achieved by inserting a polaroid film before the slit. 
This film is oriented so that light parallel to the Z axis is passed to measure 
the polarised intensity, denoted I[X(ZZ)Y) and rotated 90° to pass the light 
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Figure 3.1: The conventional Raman spectrometer 
parallel with the X axis for depolarised intensity, I[X(ZX)Y]. A quarter wave 
scrambler in the light path compensates for the dependence of the diffraction 
gratings on polarisation. Adjustable optical slits are used to optimise the 
sensitivity and resolution. A double grating unit is shown, but triple grating 
instruments are often used to remove stray light and sometimes to improve 
the resolution. The gratings disperse the light so that only a narrow band 
of frequencies is passed through the slits and into the detector. Because the 
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dispersion depends on the angle of the grating with respect to the light beam, 
the centre frequency of the light passing the exit slits can be calibrated in 
terms of this angle. In this manner, the monochromater acts as a narrow 
and variable frequency band-pass filter. 
Light leaving the monochromater exit slit enters a photomultiplier tube. 
This device exploits the photoelectric effect whereby an incident photon 
causes the ejection of an electron from a metal surface. This is followed 
by several stages of photomultiplication when the electron is accelerated by 
an applied potential towards an anode, causing secondary emission of about 
five times as many electrons per stage. Stages are cascaded to produce a 
multiplication factor of 106 . Electrons can also be thermally excited and this 
will cause a background noise in the signal known as the dark current. This is 
reduced by cooling the photomultiplier tube to -30°C with a liquid nitrogen 
heat exchanger. 
Current from the photomultiplier is then measured over a specified time 
interval by a black-box integrator. Integrated counts are obtained at intervals 
of one half wavenumber as scanned by the monochromater. Spectra are 
scanned at the rate of 50 cm-1s- 1 and the integrator sampled at 0 .5 cm- 1 
intervals. The binary coded decimal output of the black box was coupled to 
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the asynchronous serial port of a microcomputer. Data were recorded with 
an acquisition routine (Appendix A). 
Spectra were obtained using a dual grating Coderg PHO Raman spec-
trometer. Samples were excited with a Coherent argon ion laser with 1.0 
watt output at 514.5 nm. The 488.0 nm line was used for some measure-
ments. Entrance and exit slits were set to obtain a bandwidth of 4 cm-1 . A 
sharp band-pass filter was used to remove plasma lines and other spurious 
emissions from the laser light. The monochromator was calibrated to within 
0.2 cm- 1 against the laser plasma lines. Calibration of the instrument for 
the depolarisations was achieved by measuring the intensities of light scat-
tered at both geometries by spectral grade carbon tetrachloride. Except as 
indicated, all spectra were taken at room temperature, nominally 25 °C. A 
thermostated furnace was used to obtain spectra at higher temperatures. 
3.2 Chemical Procedures 
Solutions were prepared with triple-distilled water. Water distilled in a glass 
still was not suitable because its spectrum contained a weak polarised band 
at 880 em - l. This band was absent in water that was both distilled and 
deionised. A small quantity of metallic zinc was added to the ammonium 
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iodide solution to prevent oxidation of iodide to h and the formation of the 
coloured 13 complex. 
Traces of organic material often remain in solid salts as a result of the 
cystallisation methods used during their production. These impurities can 
cause fluorescence that distorts the baseline signal and raises noise level by 
creating a broad background interference. Fluorescent material was removed 
by treating the solution with activated charcoal, followed by vacuum fil-
tration through a fine glass frit. Samples were contained in sealed quartz 
cuvettes which had been soaked for several days in dilute sodium hydrox-
ide and thoroughly rinsed with distilled and deionised water. Cuvettes were 
deemed to be clean when the water flowed smoothly and evenly over walls 
of the cell without forming droplets. Analytical grade (NH4)2S04, NH4N03 , 
NaC104 ·H20 and HC104 at a concentration of 0.10 mol·L - 1 were used as in-
ternal standards. These were selected because of their low Raman isotropic 
activity in the 30-300 cm- 1 band and their clearly defined v1 peaks. These 
peaks provided a means of frequency calibration and intensity standardisa-
tion. They are stable in aqueous solution and are unlikely to form complexes. 
The frequencies of the v1 peaks for these standards are given in Table 3.1 
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Table 3.1: Internal standards 
Standard 
Cl04 
so~­
N03 
3.3 Treatment of Data 
930 
980 
1050 
Several spectra can be taken and averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio 
by a factor of vn for n spectra averaged. The intensities of 3 to 6 spectra in 
the [X(ZZ)Y] and [X(ZX)Y] geometries were averaged to obtain a satisfactory 
signal to noise ratio. This was followed by two iterations of a three-point 
Savitsky-Golay smoothing procedure. The intensities were then normalised 
for the Boltzmann occupancy of states and the fourth power dependence 
of scattering intensity, Eqn. 2.26. This yielded a flat baseline which was 
subtracted as a constant offset from each spectrum. The isotropic intensities 
were calculated for each frequency in accordance with Eqn. 2.24. These 
routines were uniformly applied to each spectrum with the computer code 
listed in Appendix B. Commercial computer packages were used to perform 
spectral deconvolution and fitting of a model curve to the experimental data 
by least squares analysis. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental and Theoretical 
Results 
In this chapter, the Raman spectra of several aqueous solutions are examined 
and briefly discussed. Raman spectra of aqueous halides and pseudohalides 
have been obtained over a number of years. Reviews of previous studies 
of water and aqueous solutions contain most of the essential background, 
for example, Todheide (1972), Brooker (1986, 1988) , Terpstra et al. (1990) 
and the IR work of Janoschek (1982). The principle goal of the present 
investigation was to establish the origin of the polarised component in the 
150 to 300 cm-1 region of the isotropic spectrum of aqueous halides and 
pseudo halides. 
In the theoretical section, ab initio calculations of several anion-water 
species are presented. The theoretical and experimental results are compared 
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Figure 4.1: R11 , R..L and isotropic spectrum of pure water 
and contrasted in Chapter 5. 
4.1 Low Frequency Raman Spectra 
4.1.1 Pure Water and Aqueous Halides 
The low frequency Raman spectrum of pure water at 25 °C, Fig. 4.1 shows a 
number of bands below 2000 cm- 1 . The R11 curve is the normalised intensity 
of light scattered in the [X(ZZ)Y] geometry which is polarised. The depo-
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larised [X(ZX)Y)] intensity given by the R1. curve, arises from non-symmetric 
vibrational modes. The lower curve is the isotropic intensity, associated with 
the symmetric components of the polarisability tensor and is calculated from 
R11 and R1. using Eqn. 2.24. Between 400 and 1200 cm- 1 are several compo-
nents that are likely due to librational modes between water molecules and 
small clusters. The similarity of the R11 and R1. spectra indicate that most of 
the intensity is depolarised. However, there are weak isotropic bands between 
190 and 800 cm-1 . Both bands have been observed throughout the study. 
Just above 1600 cm-1 is the v2 or bending mode of water. The isotropic 
intensity below the v2 peak is very low and consists of a broad band near 
800 cm-1. This may be due to a slightly polarised component of the wagging 
modes of water. A weak signal near 190 cm-1 has been assigned to the hy-
drogen bond stretch between pairs of water molecules or clusters (Brooker, 
1986) and references cited therein. Other bands in the unpolarised spectrum 
below 200 cm-1 been resolved (Mizoguchi et al., 1992). 
As ammonium sulphate was used as an internal standard for these experi-
ments, it was necessary to demonstrate that neither NHt or so~- contributed 
significant intensity in the 0 to 400 cm- 1 region. Because NHt and so~­
are spherically symmetric, there will be very little intensity associated with 
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Figure 4.2: Ru , R1_ and Riso aqueous 0.1 molar (NH4)2S04 
reorientational motions in this region. This was confirmed by studies of a 
solution of 0.1 mol·L - 1 ammonium sulphate, Fig. 4.2. The intense v1 peak 
of sulphate is at 980 cm- 1 . Weak depolarised components due to v2 and v4 
activity can be detected near 460 and 630 cm- 1 in the R11 and R1_ but are not 
present in the Riso spectrum. Isotropic activity below 600 cm- 1 is very low 
confirming t hat the baseline subtraction calculation is valid. The Ru - ~ R1_ 
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Figure 4.3: R 11> R.l and Riso of 5 molar NH4Cl 
difference is close to zero as would be expected for the asymmetric modes 
but as was the case for pure water, there is weak intensity at about 190 and 
800 cm- 1. In addition, it is confirmed that sulphate and its counter ion, 
ammonium, do not appreciably interfere with the low frequency isotropic 
region. Ammonium sulphate is therefore satisfactory as an internal stan-
dard and ammonium is an appropriate counter-ion in aqueous halide studies. 
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Similar results were obtained with K2S04 and NaC104 as internal standards. 
The residual isotropic activity in the 500-800 cm-1 region may be associated 
with symmetric wagging modes between water pairs and transient clusters 
of water molecules. 
A 5.0 molar solution of ammonium chloride showed a significantly more 
intense isotropic peak at 185 cm-1 than water, Fig. 4.3, lower trace. The 
top and middle traces correspond to the intensities in the parallel and per-
pendicular scattering geometries, respectively. 
To determine the dependence of the low frequency band of the anion, 
spectra for 5.0 molar ammonium salts of fluoride, chloride, bromide and 
iodide were scanned from 30 to 1200 cm-1 with 0.1 mol·L -l sulphate as the 
internal standard. Isotropic intensities were calculated and scaled such that 
the internal standard peak was of equal intensity for each spectrum. All 
scans were then superimposed, Fig. 4.4, and the peaks identified according 
to the anion, Fig. 4.5. 
Two distinct trends in the low frequency spectra of the halides were ex-
hibited as the atomic number of the halide is increased. First, the intensity 
of the corresponding peak increased and second, the frequency of peak max-
imum decreased. Spectra of haloacids and halide salts of other cations were 
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Figure 4.4: Isotropic spectra of 5 molar NH4-I, Br, Cl, F and H20 
shown to produce the same trends (Brooker, 1996) and so these bands are es-
sentially cation independent. The peak for concentrated acids were observed 
a few wavenumbers higher than those for the ammonium salts, however. It 
is also apparent that the symmetric shape of the bands diminishes along the 
halide series. 
The increase in t he isotropic intensity for the iodide spectrum in the 300-
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Figure 4.5: Expanded spectra of Fig. 4.4 
800 cm- 1 region is notable in Fig. 4.4. This feature may originate from 
librational modes induced by the presence of iodide ions. 
4.1.2 Other Anions 
Polarised low frequency bands were also observed for other anions. Sodium 
hydroxide and cyanide solutions exhibited bands in the isotropic spectrum 
similar to those for the halides. For 5 molar NaOH, Fig. 4.6, the peak was 
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Figure 4.6: R11, R.L and Riso of 5 molar NaOH in H20 
near 290 em - 1 while for five molal N aCN, Fig. 4. 7, it was 200 em - 1. The 
librational modes of the cyanide ion in solution contributed significantly to 
t he depolarised intensity in the low frequency region at about 130 cm-1, but 
the isotropic peak is clearly defined in the spectrum at a higher frequency 
of 200 cm- 1 . The cyanide ion is not spherically symmetric and therefore 
has intensity at 130 cm- 1 due to reorientational motion of the cyanide ion 
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Figure 4. 7: R ib R1. and Riso of 5 molal NaCN in H20 
superimposed on the depolarised intensity of water. 
4.1.3 Isotope Substitution Studies 
Isotope effects were investigated by examining spectra of 5 molar solutions 
scanned to 4000 cm- 1 to verify that there was no contamination by 1 H20 
whose v1 and v3 peaks would appear around 3700 em - l . The spectrum of 
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Figure 4.8: Isotropic spectrum of 5 molar ND4Cl in D20 
ND4Cl (Fig. 4.8) shows the v2 mode for NDt and the v2 mode of D20 at 
1100 and 1200 cm-1 respectively. There is some interference from the residual 
wagging motions of D20 in the 300-600 cm- 1 region. Fig. 4.9 shows the low 
frequency peak to be slightly lower in frequency than the corresponding peak 
for NH4Cl. 
Fig. 4.10 shows spectra of NaOH in H20 with the 160 and 180 isotopes. 
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Figure 4.9: Isotropic spectra of 5 molar ND4Cl in D20 and NH4Cl in H20 
A red shift for the 290 cm-1 band is evident for the heavier isotope. Because 
of the small sample size, only the polarised component could be measured but 
the second polarised peak is at the same frequency relative to the maximum 
in the isotropic spectrum, Fig. 4.6. A red shift was also observed for on-
Work by Kameda et al. (1994) on aqueous lithium bromide has shown 
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Figure 4.10: R 11 for NaOH in H20 and with 180 substitution 
t hat the low frequency peak was red shifted by about 10 cm- 1 in D20 solu-
tions. 
The low frequency isotropic peak of concentrated DBr in D20 was ac-
tually found to be slightly higher than that for NH4Br in H20 , but these 
solutions are not directly comparable. The differences in the cations and the 
concentration may have contributed to the blue shift. 
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Figure 4.11: R11 for NaOH in H20 : 180 curve shifted +7 cm- 1 
4.1.4 The Influence of Temperature 
The low frequency peak persisted as t he temperature of the sample was 
increased. Spectra of 5.0 molar solut ions of NH4Cl and NaOH with sui-
phate and nitrate respectively as internal standards were taken at higher 
temperatures. Isotropic spectra for both solutions were obtained at three 
temperatures, Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. 
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Figure 4.12: Isotropic spectra of NH4Cl in H20 at 25, 70 and 150 °C 
As the temperature was increased, all peaks, including those of the in-
ternal standards appeared to decrease very slightly. There was a marked 
increase in the width of the peaks with increasing temperature. It is clear 
that the species responsible for the low frequency polarised band can exist at 
temperatures well above the normal boiling point of water. Two new peaks 
appeared at 760 and 930 cm- 1 in the hydroxide spectrum at 130 oc, Fig. 
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Figure 4.13: Isotropic spectra of NaOH in H20 at 25, 60 and 130 oc 
4.13. These were present in the spectrum after the sample was cooled to room 
temperature and are likely due to hydroxides of silicon such as Si02 (0H)~-
(Freund, 1973). This is consistent with the etching of the quartz cuvette 
observed after the experiment. 
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Figure 4.14: Expanded spectra of NaOH in H20 at 25, 60 and 130 °C 
4.1.5 Evaluation of Spectroscopic Parameters 
Band position centre frequencies, v, intensities, R, and full widths at half 
heights, r were determined for all isotropic spectra that were taken. In 
each instance, a Gaussian curve was used over the range corresponding to 
the upper half of the peak. Attempts to curve fit larger regions resulted in 
the fitted curve having a poor fit and a higher centre frequency than the 
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experimental peak. It is clear that the peaks are not pure Gaussian and 
appear to have high frequency shoulders, particularly as the atomic number 
increased. Hydrogen bond stretching bands have been shown by Marechal 
and Bratos (1978) to have an asymmetrically distorted Gaussian shape. It is 
therefore necessary to use the upper half of the peak for curve fitting because 
this distortion cannot be accommodated by pure Gaussian model curves. In 
addition, the broad and weak 800 cm-1 band may overlap the high frequency 
side of these peaks and further increase the distortion. The uncertainty in the 
centre frequency by this method was approximately ± 3 em - 1 . Because the 
low frequency bands are relatively weak it was difficult to obtain consistent 
integrated intensities for the peaks. The intensities were therefore taken to be 
the relative heights on the R axis with the 0.1 M sulphate internal standard 
having an intensity of 1000. The intensities of the cyanide and hydroxide 
cannot be directly compared with the others because the cyanide spectrum 
was taken without an internal standard and nitrate was used as the internal 
standard in the hydroxide study. The results are tabulated in Table 4.1. 
Isotopic red shifts were evaluated by translating the isotopically substi-
tuted spectra to higher wave numbers until the RMS difference between the 
intensities of the substituted and non-substituted spectra reached a mini-
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Table 4.1: Spectroscopic parameters for the low frequency bands of aqueous 
halides 
Associated Anion v (cm-1) R r (cm-1) 
(Water) 190 5 268 
Fluoride 252 34 147 
Chloride 185 65 130 
Bromide 173 113 121 
Iodide 151 219 110 
Cyanide 200 252 
Hydroxide 293 147 
mum value. The range over which the RMS difference was evaluated was the 
peak width at half height. The red shift was taken as the t ranslation at this 
point, Fig. 4.11 for example, and recorded in Table 4.2. This was found to 
give a more dependable value for the shift than could be obtained from the 
difference in the centre frequencies as determined by curve fitting. 
Table 4.2: Isotopic red shifts 
Anion/ Isotope Red s hift (cm- 1) 
on-;n2o 7 
18QH- jH~80 22 
Cl- /D20 4 
Similar intensity scaling and curve fitting procedures were used to de-
termine the effects of increased temperature on the spectra for chloride and 
hydroxide. The results are tabulated in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 
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Table 4.3: Effect of temperature on the low frequency chloride band 
T (°C) v (cm- 1) R f (cm-1) 
25 189 56 133 
70 188 54 137 
150 186 64 159 
Table 4.4: Effect of temperature on the low frequency hydroxide band 
T (°C) v (cm-1) R f (cm-1) 
25 295 27 147 
60 293 25 187 
130 292 24 252 
4.2 Theoretical Results 
4.2.1 Ab Initio Molecular Geometries and Energies 
Much of the preliminary computational work was done using MUNGAUSS 
(Poirier et al., 1995) on an SGI Indigo 2 workstation. Optimised geometries, 
molecular energies and harmonic frequencies at the RHF /6-31+G* level for 
F-(H20 )n were obtained for n = 1 - 10. Larger basis sets and second deriva-
tive calculations required for force constant determinations were not then 
implemented by MUNGAUSS hence further calculations were performed us-
ing Gaussian92 and Gaussian94 (Frisch et al., 1995) on a DEC AlphaServer 
4100 symmetric multiprocessor computer. Basis sets for iodine were unavail-
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Table 4.5: Optimised structures for water and the anion hydrates 
X R1(A) R2 R3 Rox a (o) {3 
(H20) 0.9412 0.9412 106.2208 
OH 1.5815 1.0026 0.9398 2.5775 171.5684 102.6328 
F 1.5142 0.9959 0.9395 2.5046 172.2750 102.9450 
CN 1.9632 0.9597 0.9403 2.9006 164.9073 102.9389 
Cl 2.3950 0.9546 0.9408 3.2930 156.6069 102.2432 
Br 2.6445 0.9514 0.9412 3.5132 152.0231 102.3404 
able. The optimisation scheme used by MUNGAUSS was more efficient and 
less likely to terminate unnecessarily. 
Except as indicated, all results were obtained using the 6-311++G** basis 
sets. Geometries and energies were obtained at the spin restricted Hartree-
Fock and post Hartree-Fock level for the anion monohydrates. Very tight 
convergence criteria were used in anticipation of the broad potential mini-
mum that is expected about a hydrogen bond. This ensured that an accurate 
minimum energy geometry was used for calculating the second derivatives of 
the energy and the molecular force constants (Hehre et al., 1986). Use of nor-
mal convergence criteria lead to subtle errors in the energy and differences 
in the vibrational frequencies of several wavenumbers. 
The results for the anion monohydrates are presented Table 4.5 and are 
listed in order of increasing reduced mass. The geometric parameters are 
designated according to Fig. 4.15. Although it is instructive to consider the 
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Figure 4.15: Parameters of the molecular geometry 
hydrogen bond length, R1 as a parameter, the oxygen-anion distance Rox 
is preferred because it eliminates the ambiguity of the two hydrogen-anion 
distances in the complex. In addition, much of the x-ray diffraction data in 
the literature uses this measurement. These geometries correspond to the 
minimum energy configuration on the potential hypersurface. Optimisations 
to transition state geometries were precluded by performing a supplemental 
normal mode frequency calculation. Any geometry that yielded one or more 
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normal modes with an imaginary frequency was discarded. 
Sharpe (1990) cited two limiting structures for anion monohydrates: a 
linear hydrogen bond to only one hydrogen and bidentate bonding to both 
hydrogens of the water molecule. The calculated structure for all monohy-
drates was between these two structures, i.e. , the anion bonded to only one 
hydrogen and formed an XHO angle of less than 180°. Interestingly, the 
hydroxide was the only species that was not flat. The hydroxyl proton was 
consistently out of the plane formed by the rest of the complex at all lev-
els of calculation. Constraining the complex to be coplanar increased the 
energy by 0.48 kJ mol- 1. For hydroxide, the 00 distance was 2.577 and 
the 0-hydroxyl H distance was 3.144 A. Cyanide had an OC and ON bond 
distances of 2.901 and 4.040 A respectively. 
Several trends were apparent in the molecular geometry along the series of 
halide hydrates. As the atomic number increased, the hydrogen bond length 
increased and the included angle, XHO decreased. In addition, the effect of 
the anion in perturbing the geometry of the hydrating water decreased along 
the series. The effect on the HOH bond angle was not as strong as that 
on the differential stretching of the OH bonds. For the fluoride species, the 
free OH bond length was significantly shortened whereas the OH distances of 
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bromide hydrate were essentially equal. The perturbation of the H-bonded 
OH bond length was about 5 percent greater for fluoride than for chloride 
but was negligible for bromide hydrate. A more pronounced difference was 
observed in the MP2 results. 
To test the ab initio calculations for convergence, the chloride hydrate 
complex was optimised with several basis sets and levels of theory (Table 
4.6.) Convergence of geometry with the basis set was evident at the RHF 
level because a small (0.6 percent) decrease in the hydrogen bond distance 
resulted as the basis set was made larger. The energy decreased as would 
be expected from a variational method, but less quickly. More pronounced 
effects were apparent for the calculated charge of the chlorine atom and 
the frequency of the lowest energy vibrational mode. At the M0ller-Plesset 
levels, the hydrogen bond length fluctuated about a value of 2.16 A and the 
frequency decreased slightly. More significant was the difference between the 
RHF and CISD results. The lower energy of the latter suggests that electron 
correlation is a significant factor. 
These results are all reasonably close, but the presence of what appears to 
be a small dependence on the level of theory a nd basis set size suggests that 
more advanced calculations may be warranted to confirm that convergence 
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Table 4.6: Convergence of parameters by basis set and theory level for chlo-
ride monohydrate 
Theory /Basis Set RxH(A) E(Hartrees) Cl At. Charge v (cm-1) 
RHF /6-31+G* 2.409759 -535.5 77 4642 -0.974718 153.7036 
RHF/6-31++G** 2.397843 -535.5907395 -0.960972 152.5437 
RHF /6-311++G** 2.395022 -535.6384496 -0.949027 148.2248 
MP2/6-311++G** 2.150397 -536.0032515 -0.924436 184.5516 
MP3/6-311++G** 2.184821 -536.0159339 -0.928804 178.6977 
MP4/6-311 ++G** 2.158792 -536.0300185 -0.925195 
CISD /6-311 ++G** 2.215327 -535.9884134 -0.932160 173.4514 
has been reached. It is clear that the results are near convergence and any 
error is likely to be systematic so that valid comparisons may be made on 
the relative properties of the different complexes. 
4.2.2 Normal Mode Force Constants and Frequencies 
Harmonic force constants of the normal modes were calculated by the Gaus-
sian packages using the harmonic approximation and group theory. In ad-
dition, simulation data were calculated so that the normal mode vibrations 
could be animated and the dynamics of the vibrations could be seen. For all 
the halide complexes, hydrogen bond stretching occurred only in the lowest 
frequency mode. This mode was essentially a pure hydrogen bond stretch in 
the animation with only traces of other components such as slight changes 
in the adjacent OH bond length and the orientation of the water molecule 
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Table 4.7: Experimental and theoretical frequencies (em -l) 
X Expt RHF MP2 MP3 CISD DFT 
F 252 309 371 369 356 368 
Cl 185 148 185 178 180 184 
Br 173 118 145 140 136 129 
OH 293 282 280 280 296 
CN 200 196 218 218 211 
whose atoms moved coherently during the vibration. Hydrogen bond stretch-
ing was observed in the third mode for cyanide hydrate, and was dominant 
in the second but distributed over several low frequency modes for hydroxide 
hydrate. 
The frequencies for these modes at several levels of theory are given in 
Table 4. 7 along with the corresponding centre frequency of the low frequency 
Raman band. The available Gaussian documentation was unclear as to the 
validity of the MP3 frequencies . The DFT results were obtained at the 
BLYP level, (Lee et al., 1988) but convergence could not be achieved with 
the hydroxide and cyanide complexes. 
The effect of isotope substitution was determined by using the ab initio 
force constants for the most abundant isotope and recalculating the normal 
mode frequency with the desired isotopic mass. Using previously calculated 
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force constants, frequencies for the hydrogen bond stretch were calculated 
for deuterium and 180 isotopomers. 
The calculated and experimental low frequencies for anion complexes and 
isotopomers are tabulated in Table 4.8 along with the inverse square root of 
the reduced mass of each complex in AMU calculated as [(m)(1 +mi!;0 )-1tt . 
This quantity was useful in scaling isotope frequencies in accordance with the 
harmonic oscillator model. Experimental isotope frequencies were tabulated 
as the normal isotopomer frequency minus the isotope shift, to preserve the 
consistency of the shift as determined by the spectrum shift and and mini-
mum difference method. The calculations for chloride hydrate apply to 35Cl. 
For 37Cl, the RHF frequencies in H20 and D20 were 147 and 143 cm- 1 re-
spectively. The last column in this table is the RHF binding energy in kJ 
mol-1, calculated as ExH2o - Ex - EH20· 
In principle, it should be possible to determine the energy distribution 
of the motions comprising a normal mode and to quantify how much of the 
normal mode is a hydrogen bond stretch. It was unclear how to do this 
with the data from the Gaussian 94 calculations. Instead, isotope shifts were 
calculated using Eqn. 2.4. By inspection, it is clear that for a given force 
constant, the frequency will decrease by an amount equal to the square root 
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Table 4.8: Experimental and theoretical frequencies in H20 and D20 
Anion J.-t- 1/2 Expt RHF MP2 Eb 
OH-/H20 0.3381376 293 282 280 101.85 
on- 1 D20 0.3247615 271 232 225 101.85 
180H-/H~80 0.3202736 286 270 271 101.85 
F-/H20 0.3288753 252 309 371 101.89 
F-/ D20 0.3202785 300 358 101.89 
eN- /H20 0.3065615 200 196 218 58.74 
eN- / D20 0.2973202 191 212 58.74 
e1- / H20 0.2900342 185 148 185 51.46 
Cl- /D20 0.2802484 181 143 178 51.46 
Bc/ H20 0.2611403 173 118 145 44.21 
Bc/D20 0.2502271 112 138 44.21 
of the ratio of the reduced masses if the reduced mass is increased. Isotope 
frequencies calculated in this manner were found to be within one percent 
of the MP2 isotope frequencies for all anion hydrates but hydroxide. This 
confirms that the normal mode can be accurately modelled by the linear 
harmonic oscillator as a hydrogen bond stretch for the remaining anions. 
Intensities were calculated from derivatives of the polarisabilities with 
respect to the electric field and were not satisfactory in reproducing the 
experimental results. For instance, the calculated intensities decreased with 
atomic number whereas the experimental intensities increased. Discrepancies 
were also noted in calculated Raman intensities on simple molecules: the 
F2 and eh values were 23.8 and 46.5 A4 /AMU respectively, a ratio of 1:2. 
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Experimentally the ratio is 1:7 (Schrotter and Klockner, 1979). Calculated 
Raman intensities can be unreliable (Frisch et al., 1986). 
4.2.3 Potential Energy Studies 
Molecular interaction potentials have been studied for a number of sys-
tems, for example, by Ratajczak and Orville-Thomas (1980) and Gresh et al. 
(1975) . Ab initio methods can provide much information about these poten-
tials and their origin in terms of electrostatic forces, polarisation, dispersion 
and charge transfer mechanisms. Because the harmonic approximation is 
central to the calculation of frequencies, the nature of the potential about 
the hydrogen bond length was investigated to determine if it was indeed a 
harmonic potential. This was done by obtaining the optimised energy with 
the XO distance constrained to various values. Attempts to obtain poten-
tials with respect to the XH distance yielded a spurious discontinuity in the 
potential associated with the two possible XH distances. This difficulty was 
precluded by using the former as a coordinate. The energy difference be-
tween potentials calculated about the two coordinates is small. The relative 
energies at the RHF, MP2 and CISD levels for the chloride hydrate complex 
are plotted along with the best-fit Morse potentials, Fig. 4.16. As the sep-
aration between the chloride ion and water molecule was further increased, 
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Figure 4.16: Ab initio and Morse potentials for Cl- ·H2 0 
the total energy increased monotonically and converged to a value equal to 
the sum of the energies for the chloride and water calculated independently. 
The reference potential energy in Fig. 4.16 was selected so that the zero 
energy level corresponded to the combined total energy of a noninteracting 
chloride ion and water molecule. 
A comparison of the potential energy as a function of oxygen-anion dis-
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Figure 4.17: Ab initio potentials for F- ·H20 and Cl- ·H20 
tance for fluoride and chloride ions in the vicinity of the equilibrium distance 
was obtained at the RHF level, Fig. 4.17. The crosses near the abscissa 
delineate the expectation value of the RMS amplitude and the circles a least 
square cubic fit to the calculated energy points over that range. This is fur-
ther discussed in Chapter 5. The residuals of the cubic fit were of the order 
of 0.03 kJ mol- 1, an order of magnitude better than those for quadratic fit . 
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The curves were of very similar shape and could be superimposed by linear 
translation and scaling. 
A similar energy section was calculated for hydroxide hydrate. The curve 
could be superimposed over the fluoride curve without scaling by translating 
it 0.1 A to the left along the Rox axis. No such data could be obtained for 
bromide hydrate. These calculations were based on a static system. The 
actual potential may be influenced by dynamic effects. For example, the 
molecule may not be in the minimum energy configuration with respect to 
the other degrees of freedom during the course of a vibration along the Rox 
ax1s. 
4.2.4 Multiple Hydration and Clusters 
It is well known that cations can form discrete species with several water 
molecules (Brooker, 1986) . The interaction is between a cation and the 
oxygen of the hydrating waters and the complex is relatively stable. Anion 
hydrates, on the other hand, depend on hydrogen bonds which are generally 
very short lived. Anion complexes with more than one water have been 
investigated theoretically by Kistenmacher et al. (1974), Xantheas et al. 
(1995) and experimentally in the gas phase by Arshadi and Kebarle (1970), 
who determined the high stability of the anion monohydrate. Payzant et 
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al. (1971) and Hiraoka .and Mizuse (1988) have done experimental work on 
multiple hydration. Additional evidence such as X-ray diffraction (Beurskens 
and Jeffrey, 1964) has shown that such complexes exist in the solid state as 
octahedra of p-(H20 )6 for potassium fluoride tetrahydrate. The hydrating 
waters were shared with the cations. The FO interatomic distances ranged 
from 2.71 to 2.78 A in a structure comprising K+(H20)6 and F-(H20)6 
octahedra. 
Although spectroscopic evidence suggests that the anion is hydrogen 
bonded to only one water molecule on the picosecond time scale of the Ra-
man measurement, an octahedral hydration sphere is possible in aqueous 
solutions. The anion would occupy an off centre position in the hydration 
cage, binding to one water molecule at any instant. Dielectric measurements 
of Holland and Liity (1978) have provided evidence to suggest a similar model 
for cations in solid alkali halides. 
It is energetically feasible for anion multihydrates to form, but the likely-
hood of their existence as formally hydrogen bonded systems must decrease 
as the level of hydration increases because aqueous hydrogen bonds have 
a lifetime on the order of picoseconds (Sharpe, 1990; Luzar and Chandler 
1996) , hence the probability of bonded multihydrates existing long enough 
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Figure 4.18: Variation of Rox with hydration number for fluoride 
to be detected is small. This is supported by the lack of any spectroscopic 
evidence for multihydrates in aqueous solution. On the other hand, Arshadi 
and Kebarle (1970) have shown that anions with multiple stages of hydration 
do exist in the gas phase. In aqueous solution, it may be possible that an 
anion hydration cage is maintained not by simultaneous hydrogen bonds, but 
rather a rapid exchange of a single hydrogen bond between the anion and 
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the other water molecules comprising the cage. 
An octahedral coordination model is consistent with ab initio calculations 
as shown in Fig. 4.18. At n = 6 the OF distances for each water are 
essentially equal at 2.80 A and the complex is octahedral. This value is in 
excellent agreement with the X-ray diffraction results previously cited. As 
the number of water molecules in the complex is increased from 1 to 6, the 
OF distances generally increase, but when additional water molecules are 
added, a second layer of hydration starts to form about 1 A beyond the first 
layer. 
An attempt was made to calculate the thermodynamic enthalpy of hydra-
tion for the fluoride ion: F~) --tF(aq) ~~H = -506 kJ mol- 1 (Atkins, 1998). 
RHF /6-31+G* energies were calculated for F-, H20 and fluoride hydrates 
with up to the n = 10 stage of hydration. Association energies were cal-
culated as EF(H20)n - EF- nEH2o. This energy includes contributions from 
water-water interactions. These were removed by calculating energies for 
water clusters and then evaluating EF(H2 0)n - Ep - E(H20)n . The first cal-
culation gave an energy that exceeded the magnitude of ~~H at n = 8 
whereas the formation of the same hydrate from a cluster of n interacting 
water molecules yielded too low a magnitude at least at the n = 10 stage, 
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Figure 4.19: Energies of cluster formation versus hydration number 
Fig. 4.19. The corresponding curve appears to approach the experimental 
enthalpy of hydration as n is made much larger. Because .6.(PV) = .6.nRT 
is much smaller than .6.~H the approximation .6.H = .6.U cannot account for 
the residual discrepancy. 
Additional work by Brooker and Craig (1999) has shown that the energies 
in Fig. 4.19 are not substantially changed by improving the basis set, includ-
ing electron correlation, or by encorporating zero-point and thermal energies 
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Table 4.9: Low frequency polarised modes for water clusters calculated at 
the RHF /6-31+G* level 
n v (cm- 1) p 
2 147 0.22 
187 0.18 
3 
4 200 0.01 
5 183 0.43 
6 168 0.42 
191 0.30 
218 0.44 
7 168 0.42 
214 0.49 
8 185 0.38 
to correct the results to 289K. Considering the simplicity of the model, the 
agreement between experiment and theory is very good. 
Polarised low frequency modes were noted when frequency calculations 
were performed on the structures used in Fig. 4.19. T his may be evidence 
that the 190 cm-1 isotropic peak of pure water may originate with small 
water clusters. The vibrational frequency and depolarisation rat io for each 
structure are listed in Table 4.9. 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion and Conclusion 
In this chapter, the experimental and calculated results were compared and 
critically evaluated. Suggestions for further research were outlined. 
5.1 Discussion of Experimental Results 
It has been established that the low frequency Raman peaks for aqueous 
solutions are essentially cation independent (Brooker, 1986) . The centre 
frequency of the band was not changed by more than a few wavenumbers 
when substantially different cations were used. This small change may be 
ascribed to the cation influencing the environment of the species causing the 
low frequency peak. The almost complete independence of the low frequency 
peak on the cation precludes ion pair interactions as its origin. 
In contrast, the effect of changing the anion had a profound effect on 
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the intensity, frequency and shape of the low frequency band. The band 
frequency and intensity changed substantially as the anion was changed. The 
spectra of hydroxide and cyanide showed clear, distinct and unique isotropic 
low frequency peaks of comparable intensity and band shape with those of 
the halides. A consistent red shift was observed as the water was substituted 
first with 2 H and then with 180. The mass of both the anion and the water 
molecule had an influence on the band frequency because the force constant 
in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation was the same for different isotopes. 
The direction and magnitude of the isotope shift and the general behaviour 
of the band were entirely consistent with a linear harmonic oscillator for 
chloride in H20 and D20 and qualitatively correct for hydroxide. It was well 
within the limits of experimental error to propose that the low frequency 
peaks can be modelled in accordance with the linear harmonic oscillator, 
Eqn. 2.4 with the anion as one body and a single water molecule as the 
other. The trend in the intensities along the halides series of hydrates was 
consistent with the model because their polarisabilities increase with atomic 
number. Finally, because each band was isotropic, it must have been due to 
a vibration that was largely symmetric in character. This was the case for 
the harmonic oscillator model as proposed. 
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At elevated temperatures, the signals persisted but the centre frequencies 
shifted down a few wavenumbers. The bandwidth increased and the intensity 
decreased for the hydroxide and chloride solutions at elevated temperatures. 
The half width increase was likely due to inhomogeneous broadening where 
diversity of interactions between the anion hydrate and its environment in-
creased. The anion hydrates existed beyond the normal boiling point of 
water. 
The shapes of the peaks, particularly below half height, suggested the 
presence of a shoulder on their high frequency side. This may be an overlap 
from the weak 800 cm-1 band of water. This feature was very weak for all 
but the low frequency band of the iodide spectrum. 
On the basis of the experimental data and the theory of Raman spec-
troscopy, it was concluded that the harmonic oscillator comprising water 
and an anion as vibrating bodies, in essence a stretching vibration along a 
hydrogen bond adjoining them, was the origin of the polarised low frequency 
band. 
5.2 Discussion of Theoretical Results 
Ab initio calculations have shown conclusively that a species of the type 
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A-· H20 existed for any of the anions on which calculations were performed 
and that it was stable with respect to the free anion and the water molecule 
(Table 4.6). There were trends in the geometry amongst the anions but all 
were monodentate hydrogen bonded structures (Table 4.5). 
Animation of the normal mode vibrations of the anion hydrates revealed 
a unique normal mode for each that appeared to be predominantly a hydro-
gen stretch between the anion and the water molecule. The only exception 
was hydroxide for which several modes this motion was present although 
the second lowest frequency mode was the most dominant in terms of the 
stretching motion. For cyanide, it was the third lowest. The animated re-
sults did show other motions in the normal mode, notably a slight stretch in 
OH bond adjacent to the hydrogen bond and a small change in orientation 
the water molecule during the vibration. It was surmised that these motions 
were energetically insignificant with respect to the hydrogen bond stretch. 
This was confirmed by the quantitative reproduction of the ab initio isotope 
frequencies by scaling the MP2 frequencies in accordance with Eqn. 2.4. It 
was concluded that the modes identified are essentially pure hydrogen bond 
stretches for all but hydroxide. 
The agreement between experiment and theoretical frequencies is good, 
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particularly at the post Hartree-Fock level. The maximum difference between 
experiment and theory at the MP2 level was for fluoride at about plus 50 
percent, and bromide at minus 15 percent. The increase in the difference 
between the RHF and MP2 results for fluoride is notable and suggests that 
electron correlation effects are substantial for the fluoride-water interaction. 
The agreement between the experimental and theoretical MP2 isotope shifts 
was reasonable for Cl- in H20 and n20 and for 180H- in H~80 but poor for 
on- in n20. The experimental shifts were reasonably consistent with Eqn. 
2.4 except for on- in n20. 
It is customary to scale ab initio results to experimental data to correct 
for systematic errors (Hehre et al. , 1986). When this was done, all MP2 
·frequencies fell within ten percent of the experimental values except for those 
of on- in n20, Be in H20 (both 20 percent too low) and F- in H20 which 
was 40 percent too high. This is notable because scaling has been successfully 
implemented with few exceptions on a number of molecular systems. The 
very tight SCF convergence threshold and convergence of several properties 
to within a few percent on basis sets and levels of theory meant that these 
differences were not due to inaccuracies in the calculated results. 
The difference between the ab initio and experimental frequencies for 
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OD- in D20 can be explained in terms of anharmonicity. Several normal 
modes contained a stretching component and the isotope shift calculated 
using Eqn. 2.4 is much less than the theoretical shift. There is no single 
normal mode that can be called a pure hydrogen bond stretch and so the 
harmonic oscillator does not adequately describe the OH- ·H20 complex. 
Experimentally, OH- is known to form other complexes (vanDoren et al., 
1987) which may contribute to or otherwise perturb the low frequency band. 
The difference between the ab initio and experimental frequencies for the 
fluoride and bromide hydrates did not admit such a simplistic explanation. 
The theoretical isotope shifts were clearly harmonic and the vibration was 
accurately described as a stretch along the hydrogen bond for both of these 
complexes. These results were obtained using Eqn. 2.18 to obtain the normal 
mode force constants which is strictly valid only for for a harmonic potential. 
The potential associated with the chloride hydrate stretching mode, Fig. 
4.16 is approximately parabolic for only small vibrational amplitudes. These 
were estimated based on the harmonic RMS amplitude using the expectation 
value 
<x2>= hoo 'I/Jx2,Pdx 
where '1/J is given by Eqn. 2.10 and the Hermite polynomial for the first 
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excited ( n = 1) state. Integrating, 
from which the RMS amplitude is: 
Using Eqn. 2.4 and the MP2 frequencies to obtain (J.Lk)! , RMS amplitudes 
of 0.070 and 0.088 A were obtained for the fluoride and chloride hydrates. 
These were used as limits over which the cubic regressions were obtained for 
the potential in Fig. 4.17. against the relative values of Ro and Uo , i.e., 
This yielded coefficients (co - c3) for the fluoride and chloride hydrate po-
tentials as (0.0, 0.0, 157, -251) and (0.0, 0.0, 46.6 -61.8) respectively. On 
the basis of the non-zero third order coefficients, it was concluded that the 
potential surface was not purely quadratic within the RMS amplitude region. 
More importantly, because of the the very similar ratio of the coefficients, 
the curves had essentially the same shape and that there was little more 
anharmonicity in the fluoride surface over that of chloride. The agreement 
between the experimental and theoretical frequencies was very good for chlo-
ride, but poor for fluoride, and the similarity of the relative anharmonicities 
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suggests the large difference in the latter may originate with a difference in 
the validity of the isolated molecule approximation for the two systems. 
In principle, anharmonicity can be calculated directly from the the pa-
rameters of the Morse function: 
where De is the bond dissociation energy. The eigenvalues are: 
The frequency of the Raman signal is related to the difference in eigenvalues 
for the v = 1 and v = 0 states, i.e., 
therefore the effect of anharmonicity is to decrease the observed frequency. 
This would account at least qualitatively for the high value of the calcu-
lated frequency for fluoride hydrate if the assumption of harmonicity were 
erroneous. The Morse potential was not adequate in representing the com-
puted potential at any level of theory, Fig. 4.16 as discrepancies appeared 
for R > Ro . Other empirical potentials were also inadequate in describing 
the calculated surface. 
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The decrease in frequency was also predicted by the simple damping 
model, Eqn. 2.13 but damping should decrease the vibrational frequency 
of bromide hydrate. The experimental or "damped" value is actually higher 
than the ab initio values which do not include the effects of damping. 
The large and opposite difference between the calculated and experimen-
tal frequencies for bromide and especially fluoride hydrates is compelling 
motivation for further investigations. For the present, it is postulated that 
the difference originates with the free molecule approximation and that the 
normal modes for these anions in condensed phases are influenced by neigh-
bouring molecules. Further work might include an isotopic study of fluoride 
to determine if the vibration is harmonic in solution. Theoretical work could 
involve assessing the behaviour of the A- ·H20 potent ial surface within a hy-
dration sphere. This could shed light on the extent to which the isolated 
molecule approximation contributes to this difference. 
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Appendix A 
Data Acquisition Code 
rem reads serial asynchronous output (rs232) of dec writer/black-box 
rem data acquisition system for Coderg Raman spectrometer. J. Craig 
rem 19 Oct 1995/ 31 Jan 1996/ 23 Oct 1997/ 19 Oct 1998 
rem RA4.BAS 
cls : print : print "Data acquisition program. Data will be written to the" 
print " specified file . Enter 'Q' to stop acquisition. " 
6 for i=1 to 54 : print chr$(236); : next i :print 
input "File name" ;f$ : f$=ucase$(f$) 
print f$;" opened. Ready for data . " 
open "com1:300,e,7,1,cs,ds" as t1 
open f$ for output as t2 
byte=-1 rem data byte count 
b$=1111 
while b$<>"Q" 
while instat<>-1 
while loc(1)<>0 
a$=input$(1,t1) 
byte.,byte+1 
if byte>O then 
print a$; 
print t2, a$; 
if asc(a$)=13 then 
print t2, chr$(10); 
end if 
end if 
wend 
wend 
b$=ucase$(inkey$) 
wend 
close (1) : close (2) 
rem eliminate 1st blank line 
rem insert a line feed after <cr> 
print : print "Data acquisition terminated by user." 
print byte;" bytes written to "; f$ print 
input "Do another run";x$ 
if ucase$(left$(x$,1))<>"N" then 
goto 5 
end if 
32767 end 
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Appendix B 
Reduced Spectrum and 
Baseline Calculations 
c Data treatment: polarised and depolarised spectra are independently 
c averaged, and smoothed. This program reads header information and 
c and intensity data generated by the smoother program SMOOTHN and writes 
c a file containing npoints,Y data in a format that is compatible with 
c GRAMS, PLOTTEK . PAS or (x,y) format (wavenumber and R intensity). 
c The program is first run on the polarised smoothed spectra and the 
c autoscale option is selected . When it is run on the depolarised spectrum 
c the scaling factor calculated from the polarised data is used. 
c Variables: n points per wave number, nu_s starting wave number 
c nu(i) wavenumber , nu_e exciting wavenumber, inten intensity, hinfo,hcon 
c header information and constants. 
c Transcribed from the original BASIC version of A. N. Betz (1976) 
c by J . Craig . Character functions written by A. Goulding 
c Original documentation follows: 
c REM This program takes a real array input and baseline corrects 
c REM by subtracting the lowest value from all points. Option is 
c REM available for R2(v), R(v), or second moment function as well. 
c revised by jcraig 18 Jul 1997; revised formats for data output and 
c scale factor 7 Mar 1998 
basr 
none 
max,min 
i 
program 
implicit 
intrinsic 
integer 
real 
real 
y, hcon(6),inten(8000),nu(8000),k 
ty,nu_s,nu_e,n,t,npoints , spbc,s 
real maxr,minin 
character•80 hinfo,infil,outfil 
character•7 
character•! 
character 
character•15 
fil 
q,fmt,ftn 
upcase 
stri pblank 
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1008 format (a79) 
2002 format (1x,f8.4) 
2004 format (1x,f7 . 1,1x,f8.3) 
5001 format (a) 
6001 format (1x,a78) 
6002 format (' Please enter file name . ............ . .... . . . . . : ',$) 
6004 format (' Select output (T)ekplot, (G)rams, or [X] ,Y . . . : ',$) 
6006 format (' Output vill be written to . . .......... . . . . .... : •,a22) 
6011 format (' Input starting point for baseline, usually 2 .: ',$) 
6013 format (' Select function: [R] [I(v)•(l-exp(-hv/kT))], ') 
6014 format (' (N)one, (S)econd moment[I(v)•v-2] or') 
6015 format (' (2) [I(v) • v•tanh(hv/2kT)] . . . .. . .. . ..... . . . . .. : ',$) 
6016 format (' Enter scale factor or (1) none or (0) auto ... : ',$) 
6018 format (' Scale factor used ... .. ....... . .......... ... . . ',f8.6) 
6020 format (' CURRENT FILE DESCRIPTION IS: ',/a) 
6022 format (' Do you vish to change description? (Y/N) . . . .. : ',$) 
6024 format (' Enter new description (max 80 characters) . ... : ') 
6029 format (' Conversion complete . ') 
write (6,6002) 
read (5,5001) fil 
infil = fil 
write (6,6004) 
read (5,5001) fmt 
fmt = upcase(fmt) 
if (fmt.eq. 'G') then 
outfil = fil//'.prn' 
else if (fmt.eq.'T') then 
outfil = fil//'r' 
else 
outfil = fil//'.dat' 
end if 
outfil = stripblank(outfil) 
write (6,6006) outfil 
write (6,6011) 
read (5,•) spbc 
write (6,6013) 
wri te (6,6014) 
write (6,6015) 
read (5,5001) ftn 
write (6,6016) 
read (5,•) S 
open (1,file=infil,status= ' old') 
open (2,file=outfil,status='unknown') 
read (1,1008) hinfo 
if (fmt .eq.'T') then 
write (6,6020) hinfo 
write (6,6022) 
read (5,5001) q 
if (upcase(q).eq . 'Y') then 
write (6,6024) 
read (6 , 6001) hi nf o 
end if 
write (2,1008) hinfo 
end i f 
do i•1,6 
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read (1,*) hcon(i) 
if (fmt.eq.'T') then 
write (2,+) hcon(i) 
end if 
end do 
i 0 
n = hcon(4) 
t hcon(S) 
ty = hcon(l) 
nu_e 1.0/hcon(2)+1e8 
nu_s = hcon(3) 
maxr = 0.0 
minin = 1000.0 
npoints = hcon(S) 
0001 read (l,+,end=2) y 
i = i+1 
if (i.gt . spbc) then 
minin = min(y,minin) 
end if 
nu(i) = nu_s+(i-1)/n 
inten(i) = y 
goto 1 
0002 close (1) 
if (i.ne.npoints) then 
write (6,*) 'Erroneous data count• 
stop 
end if 
close (1) 
do i=1, npoints 
inten(i) = inten(i)-minin 
IF (inten(i).lt.O) then 
inten(i) = 0 
end if 
inten(i) = inten(i)+(nu_e/(nu_e-nu(i)))++4 
end do 
q = upcase(ftn) 
if (q.ne.'N'.and.q.ne.'S' .and .q.ne.'2') then 
do i•1,npoints 
k = nu(i)+1 .43879/T 
inten(i) = inten(i)+nu(i)+(l-exp(-k)) 
end do 
end if 
if (q.eq.'S') then 
do i=1,npoints 
inten(i) = inten(i)+nu(i)+•2 
end do 
end if 
if (q.eq.'2') then 
do i=1,npoints 
k = nu(i)+1.43879/(2+T) 
inten(i)= inten(i)+nu(i)+((exp(k)-exp(-k))/(exp(k)+exp(-k))) 
end do 
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end if 
if (S.eq.O) then 
maxr = 0 .0 
do i~l, npoints 
maxr = max(inten(i),maxr) 
end do 
S = 999.0/maxr 
end if 
write (6,6018) s 
fmt = upcase(fmt) 
do i=1, npoints 
inten(i) = inten(i)•S 
if (fmt.ne.'T') then 
write (2,2004) nu(i),inten(i) 
else 
write (2,2002) inten(i) 
end if 
end do 
close (2) 
write (6,6029) 
END 
function upcase(c) 
intrinsic char,ichar 
character•1 c,upcase 
if ( c . ge . 'a' . and. c . le . 'z ' ) then 
upcase char(ichar(c)+ichar('A')-ichar('a')) 
else 
upcase "' c 
end if 
return 
end 
character•(•) function stripblank(string) 
character•(•) string 
integer i,j 
do i = l,LEN(string) 
j = i+l 
do while ((string(i:i) .eq. • ') .and. (j .le. LEN(string))) 
string(i : i) = string(j:j) 
string(j:j) 
j = j + 1 
end do 
end do 
stripblank • string 
return 
end 
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Appendix C 
Example XY Plot File 
'l. rplot2.m Matlab file to plot Raman spectra and 
'l. generate an isotropic file. 24 Jan 1998 
% jcraig 10 March 1998, 26 June 1998, 6 Oct 1998 
clear all 
elf 
pfile=input('Enter polarised file name .... : ','s'); 
dfile=input('Enter depolarised file name .. : ','s'); 
pp =input('Plot parallel and perpend .. .. : •,•s•); 
1 =length(pfile); 
ifile=pfile(1:1-1); 
ifile=[ifile 'i'); 
fp =fopen(pfile,'r'); 'l. open polarised and 
fd =fopen(dfile, 'r'); 'l. depolarised files for reading 
fi =fopen(ifile,'v') ; 'l. write to isotropic file 
P =fscanf(fp,''l.g 'l.g',[2 inf]); 
D =fscanf(fd,'%g %g',[2 inf]); 
n =min(length(P),length(D)); %number of pts in shorter file 
nu =P(1,(1:n)); 'l. vector of vave numbers 
ip =P(2,(1:n)); 'l. vector of intensities 
id =D(2,(1 :n)); 
11 =ip-(4/3) .•id; %compute isotropic intensity 
fprintf(fi,' 'l.6.2f 'l,7.2f\n',[nu;ii]); 
fclose(fp); 
fclose(fd); 
fclose(fi); 
if -isempty(pp) 
H=plot(nu,ip); 'l.ip+200);; 
oaxis=axis; 
axis([O max(nu)+50 -50 oaxis(:,4)]) 
hold on 
I=plot(nu,id); 'l,id+lOO); 
end 
J•plot(nu,ii); 
xlabel('Frequency (cm-{-1})','fontsize',15) 
ylabel('R (relative)','fontsize',15) 
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Appendix D 
Example ab initio Input File 
A file with this format is used to instruct the ab initio computational package 
to perform t he required calculations. It includes a specification of the basis 
set , level of theory and provides an init ial start ing geometry. A frequency 
calculation is requested. 
%chk=uuh2ofmp 
IP mp2/6-311++G** opt SCF=DIRECT 
J«><H20F-
-1 1 
F 
0 F OF 
H1 0 OH1 
H2 0 OH2 
OF 2 .4379 
OH1 1. 0521 
OH2 0 . 9581 
FOH 2 .8099 
HOH 100.6394 
T1 -0 . 
--Link1--
%chk=uuh2ofmp 
F FOH 
H1 HOH F T1 
IP mp2/6- 311++G** FREQ GEOM=CHECKPOINT GUESS=READ SCF=DIRECT 
f h2o- freq 
- 1 1 
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